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Today’s agenda
CP adaptive management
• Meeting 1 Review and follow-ups
• Adaptive management and CP elements
overview
• Solicit input on:
• Appropriate management responses
• How to phase adaptive measures
• Future potential adaptive measures
• Describe potential measures (for
development)
• Solicit input on:
• Additional or alternative measures
• Priorities for future development

Dungeness crab FMP
•
•
•
•

FMP overview
Goals, objectives, and priorities
Next steps
Solicit input on:
• Industry goals for the fishery
• Connectivity with other sectors
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Where does adaptive management fit?
Phase I:
Accountability
Measures
(Sep 2019)

Future
Accountability
Measures
Development

Phase II:
Risk Reduction
Measures
(Sep 2020)

Adaptive
Risk Reduction
Measures
(2020-2021)

Future
Risk Reduction
Measures
Development
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Adaptive management is cyclical
Evaluate
problem

Fill critical
information gaps

Monitor
impacts

Adjust, add or alter
management
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Meeting 1
(Oct 8)
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Adaptive management is cyclical
Evaluate
problem

Fill critical
information gaps

Monitor
impacts

Meeting 2
(Oct 22)

Adjust, add or alter
management
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Requested take of ESA-listed species
Species/stock
Humpback whale
(CA/OR/WA stock)
Blue whale
Leatherback sea turtle

Requested take (entanglements)
Up to 2 animals per year
Up to 1 animal every 5 years
Up to 1 animal every 10 years

What do we do if we meet or exceed
our requested take?
(that’s the trigger for considering
adaptive management)

Images from NOAA Fisheries
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Adaptive management for risk reduction
ADJUST
Adaptive measures (Meeting 1)
• Preventative risk reduction:
• Fleet advisory
• Entanglement-triggered risk reduction:
• Adjust implementation date of pot
limit reduction &/or depth
• Adjust percentage of pot limit
reduction
• Adjust depth restriction
• Adjust season closure earlier

ADD or ALTER
Future measures (Meeting 2)
• Surface gear requirement
• Longlining/duplexing requirement
• Full season pot limit reduction
• Hot spot closures
• Permit stacking
• Late-season limited entry
• Authorization of “weak links”
• Authorization of “pop-up” gear
• License buyback
• Tri-State coastwide pot limit
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Input needed:
Potential management responses
Management response*
Adjust implementation date of
pot limit reduction &/or depth
restriction
Adjust percentage of pot limit
reduction
Adjust depth restriction
Adjust season closure earlier
*May be in-season or next season

What is the least impactful or
most preferred response?
How would you adjust it?
What are other potential fishery
impacts for each response?
Are there other considerations or
variations for each response?
Are there other information sources
that should be used when determining
a response?
10
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Future potential measures (for development)
Accountability

Risk Reduction

• Line marking
• Electronic vessel monitoring

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Photo by Greg Krutzikowsky, ODFW

Surface gear requirement
Longlining/duplexing requirement
Full season pot limit reduction
Hot spot closures
Late-season limited entry
Permit stacking
Authorization of “weak links”
Authorization of “pop-up” gear
License buyback
Tri-State coastwide pot limit
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Line marking

Accountability

Potential conservation benefit:
• Improve identification of entangling gear
• Better forensic understanding of entanglements
Potential impacts to the fishery:
• Cost/time of marking line
Other considerations:
• Requires development of an effective line marking
scheme
• Concerns about false negatives/positives
• Coordination with other state and federal fisheries
Photo courtesy of NOAA
Fisheries
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Electronic vessel monitoring

Accountability

Potential conservation benefit:
• Increase quality, speed, & usability of data
• Near-real time information on spatial/temporal fishery effort
improves our ability to implement targeted adaptive management
Potential impacts to the fishery:
• Cost of EM system
• Simplify or replace logbooks
Other considerations:
• Requires EM system testing and development of procedures for how
data is received, stored, processed, & reviewed
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Surface gear requirement

Risk
Reduction

Potential conservation benefit:
• Reduce entanglement risk by restricting amount of surface gear that
may encounter a whale
Potential impacts to the fishery:
• Reduce buoyancy or visibility of
gear leading to more lost pots
• Cost/time of changing gear
Other considerations:
• Requires fleet input on reasonable
& effective language for
implementation

Example of Oregon surface gear
involved in a whale entanglement

Figure Courtesy of Marine Mammal Center, MMSHP permit #18786
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Longlining/duplexing requirement

Risk
Reduction

Potential conservation benefit:
• Reduce vertical lines, while allowing a higher # of pots to be fished
Potential impacts to the fishery:
• Gear conflicts
• Enforcement challenges
Other considerations:
• Effect of longlining/duplexing on the severity of entanglements
• Entanglement risk posed by groundline (especially for bottom
feeding gray whales)
• Variations: implement only in deep water and/or in the late-season;
implement adaptively
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Full season pot limit reduction
Potential conservation benefit:
• Reduce vertical lines throughout the
entire season
Potential impacts to the fishery:
• Affect all permit holders
• Distribution of catch & revenue
across season & among participants
Other considerations:
• Conservation benefit varies seasonally
• Options range from simple acrossthe-board reduction to more complex
designs

Risk
Reduction
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Hot spot closures

Risk
Reduction

Potential conservation benefit:
• Targeted removal of gear from areas of higher whale abundance
Potential impacts to the fishery:
• Impacts are variable & dependent on where & when participants
are crabbing
Other considerations:
• Requires real-time information on whale
distribution and fishing effort off Oregon
• Potential for shifting effort & creating a
“curtain” of gear around the closed area
Photo courtesy or Dr. Leigh Torres,
Oregon State University
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Late-season limited entry

Risk
Reduction

Potential conservation benefit:
• Cap potential effort in the late-season when ESA-listed whales are more
abundant off Oregon
Potential impacts to the fishery:
• Potential devaluation of ‘early’ season permits versus late-season
permits
• May incentivize late-season crabbing
Other considerations:
• Requires development of a LE program
• Control date in place – August 14, 2018
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Permit stacking

Risk
Reduction

Potential conservation benefit:
• Reduce the amount of gear fished throughout the season by
discounting pot limit for a second (stacked) permit
Potential impacts to the fishery:
• Increased pot limit for participants who choose to purchase a second
permit
Other considerations:
• Requires development of a stacking plan
• Concerns about potential reactivation of latent permits
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Authorization of “weak links”

Risk
Reduction

Potential conservation benefit:
• Reduce the severity of entanglements by reducing weight on line or
helping entangled animals self-release from gear
Potential impacts to the fishery:
• Lost time/revenue adapting to running different gear configuration
• Does not require entirely new gear
Other considerations:
• Requires gear testing
• May result in more lost pots
Photos courtesy Washington Dept. of Fish and Wildlife
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Authorization of “pop-up” gear

Risk
Reduction

Potential conservation benefit:
• Minimize/eliminate vertical lines
Potential impacts to the fishery:
• Cost of investing in new gear
• Lost time/revenue adapting to running different gear
Other considerations:
• A reliable, affordable, and effective option is not currently available
• Requires substantial gear testing & cost mitigation
• May result in more lost pots
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License buyback

Risk
Reduction

Potential conservation benefit:
• Permanently reduce the total amount of gear allowed in the fishery by
eliminating permits
Potential impacts to the fishery:
• Reduce opportunities for new entrants by fleet consolidation
• Limited to individuals who choose to participate
Other considerations:
• Requires identification of an adequate funding mechanism
• Concerns about potential reactivation of latent permits
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Tri-State coastwide pot limit

Risk
Reduction

Potential conservation benefit:
• Reduce gear coastwide, especially border areas
Potential impacts to the fishery:
• Affects vessels permitted in two or all three states
• Distribution of catch & revenue geographically & among participants
Other considerations:
• Requires substantial coordination and buy-in from the other West Coast
states
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Fleet prioritization for development?
Measure

Readiness for
development Primary barriers to implementation

Surface gear requirement

High

Requires precise, effective language

Longlining/duplexing

High

Gear conflict and enforcement concerns

Full season pot limit reduction

High

Fleet support

Hot spot closures

Medium

Requires real-time data; concerns about “curtain” effect

Late-season limited entry

Medium

Requires development of a LE program

Permit stacking

Medium

Requires development of a stacking plan

Authorization of “weak links”

Medium

Requires gear testing

Authorization of “pop-up” gear Low

Technology is not ready (reliability, affordability, effectiveness)
and requires extensive gear testing

License buyback

Low

Funding mechanism has not been identified/secured

Tri-State coastwide pot limit

Low

Requires buy-in from CA and WA, and development of a pot
26
limit program
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Fishery Management Plan overview
• Purpose: Management transparency & good governance

• Scope: Oregon ocean commercial, bay commercial, and recreational Dungeness
crab fisheries
• Key components:

Resource Analysis
• Description of Oregon crab resource
• Review of biological/ecological
information
• Available data
• Analysis of stock status
• Threats to the resource
• Sustainable harvest levels
• Prioritized information gaps/needs

Harvest Management Strategy
• Management goals, objectives, &
priorities
• Fishery description
• Current issues
• Other social/cultural uses
• Biological reference points
• Evaluation of management tools
• Recommended actions
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Dungeness crab fishery management approach

Ecological
Goals

Social/Cultural
Goals

Broad goals
are overlapping
in priority

Economic
Goals
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Management goals: Ecological
Ecological: Ensure the long-term reproductive capacity of the Dungeness crab
population, minimize impacts to other species, and preserve ecosystem health
1. Employ a management strategy that maintains Dungeness crab at or
above the levels necessary to ensure their continued productivity
2. Implement and support management measures that provide for and
maintain ecosystem resilience to changing climate and ocean conditions
3. Implement and support management measures that minimize adverse
impacts to habitat, marine mammals, and other species from interactions
with Dungeness crab gear
4. Conduct periodic reviews of the best available information on the
biological status of the resource and impacts of the fishery to allow for
informed management decisions
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Management goals: Social/Cultural
Social/Cultural: Promote a diversity of opportunities for present and future
generations to harvest, use, or enjoy the Dungeness crab resource
1. Operate Dungeness crab fisheries under a stable regulatory environment
that allows participants flexibility in deciding where, when, and how to
fish
2. Implement and support management measures that consider the cultural
and aesthetic value of the Dungeness crab fishery and species in Oregon
3. Support and allow for a variety of business plans in the commercial
harvest of Dungeness crab
4. Maintain a safe, quality product that is acceptable to consumers and safe
for recreational harvesters
5. Provide access to a reasonable recreational harvest of Dungeness crab
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Management goals: Economic
Economic: Support the economic vitality of the Dungeness crab fishing
industry and coastal communities
1. Optimize long-term harvest from the Dungeness crab fishery and, to the
extent possible, minimize adverse impacts on fishing communities
2. Protect the commercial market quality of Dungeness crab to ensure a
long-term supply of Dungeness crab
3. Support coastal tourism by maintaining recreational crabbing
opportunities and providing near-year-round commercial supply of
fresh local product
4. Consider the non-consumptive economic value of Dungeness crab in
Oregon
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FMP next steps
Additional
opportunity for
public comment

ODFW
internal review

Outreach to
other sectors

10-year review (or
sooner)

Commission
adoption process
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Discussion
• What goals do you have for the fishery? Are these represented above?
• Different management goals for each sector:
• Commercial goals – quality product, revenue, diversity of businesses
(including summer tourism), fleet equity, fleet safety
• Sport goals – distinct access/opportunity, equity, quantity, quality
• Methods for separating sectors:
• Size limit difference among sectors
• Season start/close differences among sectors
• Reduce conflict (e.g. gear) with other fisheries
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We’d like to hear from you!
Caren Braby

Marine Resources Program Manager
Caren.E.Braby@state.or.us

Troy Buell

State Fishery Manager
Troy.V.Buell@state.or.us

Kelly Corbett

Commercial Crab Project Leader
Kelly.C.Corbett@state.or.us
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